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Chapter 251: Can’t Touch This! 

"A family member from Yap Family will never beg Chen Xiaobei for anything! It’s like asking myself to 

slap my own face!" Yap gritted his teeth and shouted angrily. His face looked really furious. A five 

thousand health martial art elite was killed by a flying earring. His brain was penetrated entirely by it; 

thus, it was an instant death! From this attack, it showed that Yap’s combat power was definitely more 

than five thousand! 

"Chen Xiaobei! Just wait! I will look for a hundred ways to torture you to death!" 

Yap grabbed the two completely startled women and headed into the room while grumbling. For now, 

all he could do is to vent his anger on the two women. 

….…. 

At the same time, the elevator of the top floor of the hotel opened slowly. 

"Who is that?! Non-authorized personnels are not allowed to step on this floor!" 

Two guards that guarded at the elevator were alerted. They yelled at the elevator. But, they were 

stunned when the door of the elevator finally opened. There was no one in the elevator! 

It was late at night. The freezing wind was sending shivers and whistles throughout the hallway. When 

the elevator door opened automatically, the dark and gloomy hallway is definitely something that would 

terrify a person. 

"Siiiii…Could it be some kind of evil spirit messing with us?" 

Two security guards looked at each other and collectively took a deep breath. Both of them could feel a 

chill crawling up their spines. 

*Zap…* 

*Zap…* 

Suddenly, the light in the elevator flickered. 

"Oh my God…" 

They almost peed themselves in that tense atmosphere. 

"Errr…" 

After that, one of the security guard rolled his eyes, flopped his mouth wide open, and lifted both of his 

arms. He looked like one of those Chinese vampires in those old scary movies. Then, he charged at the 

other security guard! 

"Mom!!!! Ghost!!!" 

The other security guard screamed involuntarily. 
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*POM!* 

A muffled explosive sound could be heard before the security finished his screaming. The possessed 

security guard threw a punch at the screaming security guard’s chest. The immense strength obliterated 

the rib cage. His chest caved in. His body went crashing into the wall. Cracks started to surface on the 

wall. It was definitely a painful and instant death. 

"Ayyy…! Five thousand combat power is too damn powerful! I just killed a person with a single punch! 

But, I just earned one hundred and three merit points! In other words, the person that I just killed is a 

bad guy! This is awesome!" 

The possessed security guard sounded precisely like Wenyuan’s voice. However, only people with the 

ability to communicate with spirits would be able to hear her voice. It’s impossible for ordinary folk to 

pick up her voice. 

"Don’t you feel pain? Look at your hand…" Chen’s voice can be heard from the empty space beside the 

elevator. It was the air spoke when Chen is an invisible state. His voice could be heard by others, thus, 

he had to speak in a very soft voice. 

"My hand? What happened to it?" 

Wenyuan looked down, and she found out that her entire left arm was completely twisted. The bone 

inside the arm was shattered. It was pretty evident that the owner of this body had less than five 

thousand combat power. Naturally, the body would not be able to withstand the strength of five 

thousand combat power. 

However, Wenyuan did not mind it at all. She said, "I don’t feel pain at all, because this is not my hand! I 

will possess the other guy once this guy’s body falls apart. No big deal. Hehehe…" 

"Spoiled…They sound like toys to you…This actually makes you really awesome!" 

Chen heard and lifted his thumb, "Possession of other bodies makes you invincible!" 

"Yeap…As long as there are no Yang items around me, I’m practically unbeatable! Hehe!" Wenyuan 

smiled sweetly. 

"Who is that over there?" 

"God…This…What the hell just happened here?" 

Suddenly, a dozen of security guard rushed to the elevator. They were all shocked when they saw the 

bloody scene. Without a single moment of hesitation, Wenyuan made the possessed security guard 

charge at them. 

"What the hell is going on here? Since when was Wang this quick!" 

The group of security guards were impressed. They couldn’t figure out how the Wang that they were 

familiar with had changed into a completely different person. 

*POM!* 

Another punch landed on the security guard that stood at the front position! 



Five thousand combat power! Two thousand pounds of brute force! 

The unlucky security guard was delivered ten meters away by Wenyuan’s punch. It was an instant death 

as well. At the same time, the possessed security guard’s left hand was completely destroyed as well. 

Wenyuan quickly flew out and possessed another target. 

The security guard named Wang spat out a pool of blood after Wenyuan left his body. Another instant 

death! The impact of the strength not only destroyed both of his arms. His internal organs were affected 

by it as well. There’s a high chance that person will die within a minute if no treatment is applied to him. 

And, this is why Chen chooses not to borrow strength from spirits anymore. Although he can increase 

his combat power tremendously for a short time, the toll on his body is actually pretty severe. He might 

die before he even defeats an enemy if he fails to control the power accurately. 

However, Wenyuan did not need to worry about this problem. She could travel from one body to 

another body. She could do whatever she wanted since those bodies are not her’s. 

*POM!* 

*POM!* 

*POM!* 

Several of the security guards were killed instantly along with muffled explosions. Within ten seconds, all 

the security guards died gruesomely. There were around twenty plus security guards left on this floor. 

Wenyuan could defeat them easily, even if they charge at her together. Soon, Chen and Wenyuan 

managed to set their feet in front of the presidential suite peacefully. 

"Master, please take a step back, let me kick open the door!" Wenyuan said excitedly. 

"Hold on!" 

Chen quickly stopped her. He said softly, "That’s impolite. What if we startle the people inside the 

president suite?" 

"What can we do if we don’t open the door by force? Can you walk through the wall?" Wenyuan 

pouted. 

"Hehe…" 

Chen smiled, and he did not say a single word. He took out two Silver Needles of Damnation from his 

treasure chest and inserted them into the keyhole. 

*Clicked* 

The door was unlocked within three seconds. 

"Wow! Master! Since when you know how to pick a lock? Are you the legendary Thief King?" Wenyuan 

screamed excitedly. 

"Lower down your voice…! There’s a Yang item inside this room! Your very bane! Joy might turn to 

sorrow!" Chen warned her softly. 



Then, they pushed the door open softly. 

"How was my performance on the bed just now?" 

Yap was lying in the middle of the bed. There were two women on his left and right sides. A lustful smile 

could be seen on his face. 

"You are so damn good on the bed! I achieved multiple orgasms just now!" 

"Me too! Me too! I have never seen such strong man like you in my entire life!" 

Two of them were leaning on Yap’s chest and licking his boots. 

Actually, Chen and Wenyuan had taken less than three minutes to mow through the presidential suite. 

Two times in three minutes! That was some weak shit performance! 

"Master Yap, what is this?" One of the women extended her hand to Yap's chest curiously. She wanted 

to touch the flaming red jade pendant. 

*POM!* 

Yap threw a kick at the woman. His brute force launched her into a wall! A swift and quick death! 
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Chapter 252: Incoming Bad Luck! 

"Motherf*cker! This is the Flaming Cloud Spiritual Pendant that has been passed on from generation to 

generation in my family! A stupid bitch like you should not even think about laying your filthy hands on 

it, unless you want a taste of death!" 

Yap stared coldly at the woman’s body at the corner of the wall. His stare was incredibly vicious. He just 

killed the woman that he had sex with a few minutes ago. That was more than ruthless! It also shows 

that the pendant was extremely precious to him! 

"Master Yap…That…What’s so special about the pendant…? Why can’t we touch it…? The still-alive 

woman asked. Her face was pale. It took her some time to squeeze out words from her mouth. 

"What’s so special?" 

Yap said coldly, "Hundreds of years ago, my family gathered thousands of people to invade the south of 

Xinjiang! There were only eighteen of us who managed to stay alive after the invasion! We managed to 

get our hands on the pendant in the end!" 

"Throughout the hundreds of years, countless enemies have tried to rob the pendant from us! We have 

sacrificed a lot of people to keep this pendant safe! And, now, I’m wearing it!" 

"The most important thing is, Qi is stored inside this pendant! It can help to speed up one’s training! The 

Qi will be taken away if that bitch touched my pendant just now! How could I not kill her?!" 

*Gulped* 

The woman gulped and said, "She..She deserved to die…It’s only right that you kill her…" 
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"How about you? Should I kill you as well?" Yap asked coldly. 

"Me? Erm…" 

Yap wrapped his fingers around the woman’s throat before the woman could answer him. 

"You witnessed me killing two rats just now. And you now know the big secret of Yap Family! So, you 

have to die!" Yap laughed coldly and exerted his strength. 

*Crack!* 

The woman’s neck broke instantly and she died. 

"What bad luck…I’m going to the bathroom to wash away my stinky sweat and the bad luck…" 

Then, he got off the bed and walked towards the bathroom. He took off the pendant before he entered 

the bathroom. Apparently, he was afraid of getting it wet. He placed it on top of the shelf outside the 

bathroom. 

"Master! It’s time! Go and get it now! Quick!" 

Wenyuan was jumping excitedly, but she did not dare go any closer. 

"Okay!" 

Chen tried his best to lower down his voice as voice as possible. His mastery towards sound allowed him 

to control sound precisely. Thus, Yap will never hear him coming. Plus, the Nighstalker Outfit made him 

completely invisible. Chen took out his cellphone to retrieve the pendant. He did not even lay his hands 

on it. Not a single sound was uttered throughout the whole stealing process. Yap was still showering. He 

would never expect someone to come into the room and steal his most precious item. 

"Yay! I got it! Master! Let’s leave!" 

All the Yang Qi disappeared. Thus, Wenyuan was not afraid to walk into the room anymore. 

"We don’t have to rush. We should mess this bitch up real nice before we leave!" 

Chen raised his eyebrows and put on an evil smile. 

"Right! Right! Right! A bad guy like this should be punished! Go! Go! Go! Master! Make sure he suffers!" 

Wenyuan was swinging her punches encouraging Chen at the same time. 

"Hehe…We should begin from there…" 

Chen took a quick scan around the room and saw Yap’s clothes. A red underwear lay among the pile of 

clothes. Chen walked towards it and took out a small bottle from his treasure chest. Then, he opened 

the bottle and sprinkled some white powder on the inner side of the underwear. 

"Master…What did you just put in his underwear?" 

Wenyuan had her eyes wide open and asked. 

"Hehe…! This is the power that I mixed myself earlier on!" 



Chen grinned and put on a super evil smile on his face and said excitedly, "Super! Ultimate! Itchy! 

Powder!" 

"Wow! I can almost predict that this guy is going to be in real bad luck soon! Hahaha!" 

Wenyuan clapped her hands, eager to see it happen! 

"Shall we watch him suffer first before we leave?" Chen laughed evilly. 

"That’s a must!" Wenyuan nodded quickly. 

After that, two of them hid at far away from the pile of clothes and waited for Yap to come out from the 

bathroom. A few minutes later, Yap finally finished showered. He took a towel and wiped his hair while 

walking out from the bathroom. 

"So small! It’s like peanuts!" 

"So small! It’s like a caterpillar!" 

Chen and Wenyuan criticized the size of Yap’s dick at the same time. 

"Pssst! Hahaha!" 

Wenyuan laughed out real loud. 

"Erm…" 

Chen was trying his best to hold on to his laughter. He almost died from it. 

*Sneeze…* 

Yap sneezed and complained, "F*ck! Someone must be talking behind my back!" 

He did not reach out to his pendant once he came from the bathroom because his hands were wet. He 

lowered down and picked up his clothes. He tossed his towel aside and wore the red underwear. 

"Eh???" 

His face went red a second later. Then, it turned from red to green. He screamed, "F*ck! What…What 

the hell is happening? It’s so f*cking itchy…!" 

He could feel a strange itchiness inside his underwear. A terrible itch! An unbearable itch! What would 

one do when one feels itchy? Scratch it! Yap put his hand inside his underwear and started to scratch. 

However, the itchiness did not go away after few scratches. The, he put his left hand inside his 

underwear and began to scratch like a madman! 

Itchiness works mysteriously. Unless one can find an absolute solution to stop the itchiness. If not, it will 

only get more and itchier if one keeps on scratching it. It’s an endless lousy cycle. 

"Ouch…Oh…Oh…Oh…" 

Yap was howling in agony. Other than the itchiness, he could feel pain as well. He pulled out his right 

hand and saw blood on it. 



"Shit! Wounds from scratching too hard!" 

Tears started to roll down from his face, but the itch still did not go away. It was like his right hand has 

been cursed, he put his right hand back into his pants and continued to scratch like there was no 

tomorrow. 

"Ouch…So f*cking itchy…Motherf*cker! What the hell is happening to me!" 

Yap was on the verge of breaking down. After a while, blood started to flow down from his pants. One 

would think he had a period! 

"Hahaha! After that intensive scratch, his tiny dick should have disappeared completely from his body!" 

Wenyuan laughed non-stop. She was clutching her stomach and rolling about in midair. 

"I can’t hold on my laughter anymore…This girl makes me want to laugh with her…" 

Chen almost reached his limit. He will die if he doesn’t laugh it out loud. 

"Let’s go! He will know we are here if we don’t leave now!" 

Before they left, Chen activated his Netherspirit Battlecouter to check on Yap’s cultivation. 
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Chapter 253: Being Treated Like A Superstar! 

There was no more Flaming Cloud Spirit Pendant on Yap. Thus, the Netherspirit Battlescouter could 

gauge his cultivation without any problem. Chen was shocked after checking him out. 

Ding! 

[Cultivation: Later stage of Qi refining phase, Health: 10000, Combat power: 10000] 

Shit! 

This bastard is powerful! 

Chen will definitely lose if both of them decided to fight. 

"Damn it! I’m still too damn weak! I need to become stronger and more powerful!" Chen gritted 

secretly. 

Although he just made his cultivation breakthrough recently, he still desired to be more powerful. The 

enemies that he is going face in the future will get stronger and stronger. He needs to be powerful 

enough to get a hold of his own fate. 

"Master! That piece of shit has been weakened! We should kill him right while he is weakened!" 

Wenyuan felt Chen’s Qi changed. So, she quickly made a suggestion. 

"No…We will not make it…" 

Chen shook, and his gaze became really focus. 
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"Damn it…Finally, the itch is gone…I will f*cking kill the person that did this to me…F*cking grind his 

bone and shred his flesh! Ouch…It’s still really painful…" 

He was sitting on the ground and took some deep breaths. His eyes were filled with vengeance. 

"How come? That piece of shit almost died from the itch. Why did all the itch go to all of a sudden? 

Wenyuan asked curiously. 

"The itchy powder will be dissolved once it comes in contact with liquid. He lost a lot of blood just now. 

Thus, the itchy powder has been dissolved by the blood…" Chen explained in a soft voice. 

"I see." Wenyuan nodded. 

Then, Chen continued to say, "Let’s go…That’s all for today…I will fight with him when I’m strong 

enough." 

"Okay!" 

Wenyuan nodded obediently and laughed evilly, "Enough fun for today! We managed to steal his 

precious pendant and mess him up real good!" 

Chen laughed, "He will lose it completely when he notices his missing pendant!" 

"AH!!!" 

Yap was screaming like a pig the next second. 

"Flaming…Flaming Cloud Spirit Pendant? Where is it?! I placed it before I went into the bathroom! Why 

is it gone now? Oh my God! I can’t afford to lose the pendant!" 

He rushed to the shelf, and his voice was shaking. He knew better than anyone in this world the 

importance of that pendant. His family had paid a considerable price to acquire the pendant. This 

pendant was considered his family’s heirloom. He will lose his status as the inheritor of his family if they 

find out he has lost the pendant. He will surely be punished heavily for it. His pupils contracted, his body 

started to shake uncontrollably, and sweat started to roll down his forehead. To him, all hope was lost at 

this moment. 

"POM!" 

Yap landed his kick on the wooden shelf, and it turned into shredded wood. 

*POM!* 

*POM!* 

*POM!* 

He started to flip over everything in the room to look for the lost pendant. All the expensive furniture in 

the room became tools to vent his anger. One by one, they were all destroyed by him. 

…... 



At the same time, Chen and Wenyuan left the room. Surprisingly, they found out that Xiaobai did not 

sleep for the whole night. He had been waiting for Chen to come back. 

"How was it? Did you get it?" 

Xiaobai ran to Chen happily when he saw Chen. 

"Of course! I will never fail when I work on something!" Chen raised his eyebrows and smiled. 

"Quick! Quick! Quick! Show me!" 

Xiaobai couldn’t wait any longer. His sapphire eyes were looking at Chen. It was like a crazed miser 

looking at a mountain of money and gold. 

"I should leave first…" Wenyuan pursed her lips and flew back into the Spirit Cage. 

After that, Chen took out the pendant from his treasure chest and showed it to Xiaobai. The pendant 

was pretty magical. It has a warm feeling. The warmth quickly spread throughout Chen’s body. After 

reaching Qi refining stage, Chen could feel tonnes of Qi inside the pendant itself! It would be incredibly 

beneficial for Chen’s training! He was getting more and more interested towards the pendant. 

However, Xiaobai pursed his lips and complained, "This is a fire attribute Qi! I’m a Frosty Jade Lion! It 

has to be an ice or pure Yang attribute! Man! This is useless! I’m going to sleep now! Bye!" 

"Damn!" 

Chen really wanted to spank Xiaobai after hearing what he said, "I meted out so much effort to acquire 

this pendant! And, all you say is that it is useless and walk away! This is pissing me off!" 

"Master! You can be quite dumb sometimes! You can use it if I don’t need it! The Qi inside this pendant 

is extremely beneficial for you!" 

Suddenly, Wenyuan flew out from the Spirit Cage and reminded Chen. 

"That’s right!" 

Chen was all lighted up and said, "I have been thinking about how to increase my combat power. Also, I 

was trying to find some good sources of Qi! What a coincidence! Hahaha!" 

"Keep it nicely, and take a good rest! You need to shoot an tomorrow!" Wenyuan said. 

"Alright!" 

Chen kept the pendant back inside his treasure chest. His mood was all good again. He had a good rest 

that night. 

He woke up early the next morning. The manager; Wenyuan asked him to tidy himself up and drive to 

the designated place to shoot his . The location was called Duobao Pharmaceutical. It located at the 

outskirts of the town. It was actually kind of remote, for a factory. 

Just like what the fatty had said earlier, the company was not that big. The office and the pharmacy was 

conjoined, and there were around fifty employees. Also, there was one more familiar face standing 

beside the fatty; Liu Duobao. It was none other than Chen’s roommate; Zhang Fengyi. 



"Welcome! Welcome! Welcome!" 

People started to cheer when they saw Chen’s car arrived at the front door. Zhang and Liu went to the 

car to welcome Chen. 

"Xiaobei! How is it? This is the superstar treatment that I have planned for you!" 

Zhang pointed at the people behind him and laughed. 

"You don’t say! I’m actually quite happy! Hahaha!" Chen got down from his car and laughed happily. 

"Ayyy…! Bro Bei! Finally, I get to meet you face to face! I’m your most loyal die-hard fan!" Liu Duobao 

was shouting excitedly. Then, he extended his hand to Chen. 
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Chapter 254: Hello! I Don’t Think She Can Take It Anymore! 

"Hello, Boss Liu!" 

Chen smiled and shook Liu’s hand politely. 

"Master! There’s something wrong with this fatty!" 

Wenyuan spoke out loud all of a sudden. 

Chen did not let his face show his worry. He did notice that there was a cloud of concentrated Ying Qi on 

top of Liu’s head. This dark cloud covered at least two to three meters about the premise. Every single 

employee, including Zhang carried a small amount of the Ying Qi with them as well. 

"This is weird! There’s a high chance that a human is possessed by an evil spirit when there’s so much 

Ying Qi on them! But, I can’t see any evil spirit possessing Liu Duobao!" Wenyuan tilted her head and 

said. This really puzzled her. 

Chen couldn’t deduce the cause of this weird phenomena as well, because there was so much that he 

didn’t know about this pharmaceutical. 

"Bro Bei! I think we have some misunderstanding here! I’m not the boss here! Zhang is the boss here!" 

Liu smiled showed his hand to Zhang. 

"Oh? How come?" 

Chen raised his eyebrows and pretended that everything was normal. He gave Wenyuan a look while 

talking to them. Wenyuan knew Chen what he wanted her to do. She flew into the factory and 

investigated the secret behind this factory. 

"Let me explain. Boss Zhang provided me the factory and money to start this business! All I did was 

invest in the chemical substances." 

Liu smiled and said, "Boss Zhang pays the advertisement fees for this advertisement. He asked me to 

talk to you about because he was worried that you might not want to accept the payment, since both of 

you are brothers." 

"Second brother! This is some huge secret." 
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Then, Chen continued to say seriously, "Our brotherhood is undeniable! Plus, you always took care of 

me when I was poor! So, there’s no way for me to take this money from you!" 

"We should not mix brotherhood and business! Even if my blood-related brother works for me, I will pay 

him as well!" 

Zhang said sincerely, "I know you are filthy rich right now but I will not feel peace if you refuse to accept 

the payment from me!" 

Chen knew Zhang pretty well. Zhang is always helpful, and he doesn’t like to owe someone’s favor. So, 

their relationship will be jeopardized if Chen insists on not accepting the payment from Zhang. 

"Alright! I shall accept the payment! Thank you, second brother, for the advertisement payment!" Chen 

said calmly. 

"I should be the one thankful that you’re willing to help me with this advertisement!" 

Zhang smiled and continued to say, "Our very first step is promoting this product to Green Vine City! 

When the advertisement broadcasts on TV, your influencing power will definitely attract a lot of 

potential customers! You will be a superstar!" 

"Haha! Only those who hire me will know my influencing power! You are not exaggerating matters at 

all!" Chen raised his eyebrows and said confidently. 

Liu laughed as well. He said, "That’s right! Look at the Beicheng jewelry shop and First Love Peaches! 

Everyone will buy our product when they find out that Bro Bei is promoting our product!" 

"What are we waiting for? Let’s go in!" Zhang was in a good mood. He led Chen into the factory. 

"Xiaobei…Look…This is our factory. That’s our production line. That is our warehouse." Zhang gave a 

simple tour, guiding Chen around while walking. 

"So, basically, this is the layout of my factory. Next, I will invite Professor Liu to introduce our product to 

you." Zhang said. 

"Alright. I still have no idea what am I going to promote, after so much talking." Chen was really curious. 

He almost vomited blood the next second after he knew the truth. 

"The name of the product is called Treasure for Kidneys! It’s a high-class supplement that is specially 

designed for males to increase their battle in bed with their partner. It can cure premature ejaculation, 

impotent, and other small problems…" Liu was talking excitedly. 

Chen felt like dying after getting to know the product that he is going to promote. He was still a virgin. 

Thus, it’s really awkward for him to shoot an advertisement like this. Zhang is an *sshole! Taking 

hundred thousand from him is too little. Chen was thinking of charging a million. Wait! It should be ten 

freaking million! 

He was considering to run off. However, he did not realize that he had reached the spot where they will 

be shooting the advertisement while talking. It was an office. The products were placed all around him. 

There was a camcorder in front of him. Basically, there was nothing else in the office. 



"Xiaobei…The office is kind of simple. I hope that you wouldn’t mind." 

Zhang continued professing, "In order to promote the product, I had to use everything I have to pay you. 

Thus, my budget is kind of limited. I hope that you can help us this time." 

Chen felt bad for thinking of abandoning them after hearing what Zhang said. Zhang is just a small time, 

second-generation, wealthy guy. One cannot compare him to people like Lan Mengcheng and Wu 

Junfan. Those are the super-rich second-generation kids! 

He insisted on paying Chen a hundred thousand for shooting the advertisement with a limited budget. 

Chen decided that he will help a good brother like him. 

YOLO! 

Chen gritted his teeth and said, "I don’t mind it at all! Let’s get started!" 

"Alright! Let’s roll!" 

Zhang ran to the camcorder and started to act like a producer and cameraman. 

"Actually, this advertisement is really simple! All you need to do is stand in the middle of the products, 

take one Treasure of Kidney, and read the script out within ten seconds!" 

"Bro Bei! The script is written on the back of the bottle! All you need to do is follow it!" Liu reminded. 

"One must drink the Treasure of Kidney if you want your kidneys to function well! Consuming a bottle of 

it allows you to stay focus! Consuming the second bottle allows you to eliminate all the fatigue! 

Consuming the third bottle…I thought this is the script from the series called; Love Apartment? Why did 

you guys copy it?" 

Chen was stunned and asked. 

"We have a limited budget. Thus, we can’t afford to hire a person to write an original script for us. So, 

we decided to copy the iconic lines from the series." Zhang said. 

"Where is your creativity? Let me think of a creative script for you! Let the cameras roll!" 

Chen raised his eyebrows and started to speak with a magnetic voice, "Do you want to say goodbye to 

impotence? Do you want to throw away your premature ejaculation? Do you want to conquer her 

completely on the bed? Drink the Treasure of Kidney! Hello, Treasure of Kidney! Let’s conquer her!" 

"This…" 

Zhang and Liu were stunned for a few seconds. Then, both of them started to laugh uncontrollably. 

"Hello…Let’s conquer her! HAHAHAHA!!!" 

Tears started to roll down Zhang’s cheeks due to the excessive laughter, "Oh my God! Xiaobei! In the 

end, you are the experienced one here!" 

"Bro Bei! You are a Goddamned Genius!" 



Liu was laughing like a crazy person as well, "This is epic! Everything you said brought out the best of the 

Treasure of Kidney! Hahaha…" 

"That’s it! We are going to use his lines!" 

Zhang smacked the table and complimented, "This advertisement sounds so catchy! It’s meaningful! It’s 

hard not to be famous!" 

"Quick! Let’s upload the advertisement to the internet! I can’t wait to see the audiences’ reactions!" Liu 

was getting impatient and said. 

"Master! I found something! Over here!" 

Wenyuan flew to the entrance and waved at Chen frantically. 
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Chapter 255: A Bunch Of Retarded Spirits! 

While waiting for Zhang and Liu edit the video, Chen took the opportunity to ask for the restroom. 

"What did you find?" Chen asked. 

Wenyuan’s put on a severe look and said, "I found the source of Yin Qi! But I can’t enter the place! Come 

with me! Quick!" 

Chen followed Wenyuan’s lead and rushed to the factory’s laboratory. Liu invented the Treasure of 

Kidney medicine. Its formula is top secret stuff. Even Zhang is not allowed to enter the lab. 

"Such concentrated Yin Qi!" 

Chen frowned when he stepped into the lab. He activated his Golden Gaze Fiery Eyes and Netherspirit 

Battlescouter at the same time. The door of the lab became transparent, and he was shocked when he 

saw what’s inside the lab. The size of the lab was not that big. There were dozens of grey shadows 

wandering inside the lab. Those grey shadows had no faces. Their physical appearance could be 

identified by their blue eye sockets and wide opened mouth. They have no self-conscious thoughts. 

Those shadows are the real evil spirits! 

Wenyuan’s spirit was once like them. Ordinarily, evil spirits are chained by their thoughts before they 

die, thus, they had given up the opportunity to go through the reincarnation process. Then, they have to 

sell their souls to evil thoughts, and in exchange, they get to wander around in the human realm. Most 

of them were only waiting for the right time to get their revenge. 

"Oh my God! Inside... There are at least twenty evil spirits inside the lab! What the hell is going on 

here?" 

Chen’s face turned serious, and his voice was filled with shock. 

"What? Why are there so many evil spirits inside the lab?!" Even Wenyuan was shocked. 

She continued, "I'm surprised the evil spirits did not consume that fatty’s Qi! This is a miracle!" 

"Something fishy is going on here! How can a living human stay with so many evil spirits?" 
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Chen thought for a short while and decided, "I couldn’t care less thinking if Liu is ally or enemy. We 

should deal with these evil spirits first! I’m saving his life if he is our ally! On the other hand, I’m doing 

the world a great favor if he is our enemy!" 

"That sounds easy. But, how do you plan to deal with these evil spirits?" 

Wenyuan reminded him, "Those evil spirits are in spirit form…Thus, it’s not possible to beat them up 

physically. Plus, they have not been weakened, it’s impossible to cage them up with the Spirit Cage!" 

"Pumpkin! Have you forgotten the item that we received last night?" Chen raised his eyebrows and said 

confidently. 

"Oh!! Right!! We have the Flaming Cloud Spirit Jade with us! We can totally destroy them all at once! 

Hehe! Let me get away from you first!" Wenyuan smiled and started to run as far as possible. 

*Click!* 

Chen used the Silver Needle of Damnation to unlock the lab’s door. 

*Creak…* 

Those twenty evil spirits got really excited when Chen stepped into the lab. They started to circle the lab 

nonstop. The Yin Qi was getting more and more concentrated. 

"The Qi of human! Fresh and energetic Qi! I have not tasted this kind of Qi for a long time!" 

"Who is this guy? I want to suck him dry! Suck him dry!" 

"We shall make his suicidal wish come true! Don’t let him go! 

... 

The evil spirits were like a group of wolves. All of them wanted to charge at him and eat him up. 

"How come you bunch have self-consciousness? I thought all you guys can think of is revenge?" Chen 

asked, shocked. 

"Eh? This young man can see us!" 

"Yin and Yang Eyes! A guy born with Yin and Yang Eyes! He’s even more powerful than our master!" 

"I’m not afraid at all! His Yin and Yang Eyes can do nothing to us! We can just work together and gang up 

on him!" 

...… 

"Didn’t you guys hear me? Why do all of you have self-consciousness?" Chen asked again. 

"*sshole! Why must you enter hell to feed us? You should have just stayed outside earlier!" 

"Get ready to become our meal!" 

"Hahahaha…I want to suck you dry!" 

"Suck him dry!" 



..... 

All they cared about was eating Chen up. Thus, the selective hearing. 

"F*ck! A bunch of retards that only care about food, food, food!" 

Chen rolled his eyes at the bunch of inconsolable evil spirits. 

"What is retard? Can we eat retards as well?" 

"No idea…Don’t care! Let’s suck him dry first!" 

"Let’s go!" 

.... 

All of them started to cheer and charged at Chen from different directions at the same time. Twenty evil 

spirits became a dark grey sphere as they gathered together and surrounded Chen. If ordinary people 

are bothered by an evil spirit, his/her Qi will become its food. Then, the person’s body’s condition will 

deteriorate. No doctor will be able to find out what’s wrong with the person. Finally, the person will die 

when the Qi is dried up completely! 

Logically speaking, Chen will die within ten minutes when twenty of them consume him at the same 

time. However, the dark sphere exploded after three seconds. All of them hid at the corner. It was like a 

rat met a cat. 

"How was it? Can you answer my question right now?! How come all of you have self-conscious?" Chen 

still stood at where he stood earlier. There was a red flame, shaped like a pendant in his hand. 

Through the Netherspirit Battlescouter, one can see that there is golden light surrounding the pendant. 

And, this is the thing that evil spirit scare the most; Tang attribute item! Also, this is the most potent 

Yang fire attribute item! 

"Ah!!!Ah…This is so painful…Painful…Ah…" 

All of them groaned in agony, under the influence of the golden light. Also, white smoke started to come 

out from the evil spirit. In other words, this is the sign of being damaged by the golden light. Soon, all of 

them will be completely destroyed. 

"This is weird." 

Chen was stunned. He had a thought in his head all of a sudden, "Why are they not begging me to let 

them live? Could it be their self-consciousness is not complete? Also, they mentioned something about 

their master just now. It seems like someone is keeping them on a leash!" 

After that, Chen knew that it would be useless to force them to tell him the truth. The person behind it 

is the answer to everything. 

"I should capture them first and think of some way to continue my investigation!" 

Then, Chen took out the Spirit Cage from his treasure chest. 

"Keep!" 



The weakened evil spirits had no defensive power at all. They were all kept inside the Spirit Cage within 

a second. Chen made sure that he closed the Spirit Cage. Then, he kept it and the pendant back to his 

treasure chest. He closed the door and left the lab. 

"Master! I thought of an important question all of a sudden!" 

Wenyuan flew to Chen and said nervously, "There’s something wrong with that fatty! Did you permit 

him to upload your video on the internet?" 

"Shit! I totally forgot about this matter! This matter might destroy my reputation!" Chen smacked his 

own head and rushed to Zhang’s office immediately. 

"Xiaobei! Come and check this out! You are famous now! Hahaha…" 

Zhang and Liu were laughing nonstop while looking at the computer monitor. 
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The advertisement was posted on Weibo. It received a high volume of response in a short time, even 

though Zhang used his own account to upload the video. Soon, comments were coming in non-stop! 

[Bro Bei! You are awesome! I can’t believe that you are selling adult supplements!] 

[Look at our Bro Bei! His expression! His tone! He must have consumed this supplement frequently! He 

is an experienced guy!] 

[Let the experienced one guide us! Just grab your popcorn and let Bro Bei do the explaining!] 

[I will definitely listen to him! Products promoted by Bro Bei must be some some good shit! I want to 

pre-order ten bottles of it! I want to treat myself better! My woman will definitely have a good time 

with me!] 

[I want to pre-order eight bottles! My man is not doing so well on the bed! I want to turn him into a real 

man with this supplement!] 

[Do you sell it in bulk? I own a pharmacy! I want to sell it in my pharmacy, since Bro Bei recommended it 

so strongly!] 

Zhang’s Weibo was flooded with different comments. Most of them were potential buyers. 

"Xiaobei! It’s all because of you! We will have our first orders soon!" 

Zhang said happily, "I can almost guarantee that the first batch of this product will be sold out instantly! 

I will give you a bigger Red Envelope when I earn more money from selling this product!" 

"Alright…" 

Chen nodded. He was actually thinking about a lot of things in his mind, but his face did not show any of 

it. Things would go smoothly if there’s nothing wrong with this product. However, people will get really 

furious if they find something wrong with this supplement! Conning people with false advertising is the 
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most disgusting thing ever! People will get even angrier by the fact that their most trusted Bro Bei had 

cheated them! 

It will be a catastrophic chain reaction! Chen’s reputation will be completely destroyed. Those angry 

mobs might even look for Chen’s parents to vent their anger. Plus, Chen will need to bear the legal 

consequences. 

Chen have never met Liu before, but it’s better to make sure that the product is excellent. Putting his 

reputation at risk is definitely not a good idea. 

"Second brother! Have you used this supplement before?" Chen asked. 

"I have used it before! It was super effective!" Zhang grinned. 

Then, he asked evilly, "Why you ask? Are you planning to get two bottles of it and try it out?" 

"Nah! I’m fine! My kidney is doing good!" 

Chen shook his head and continued to ask, "Really, have you tried the latest batch of this supplement?" 

"Nope! I was really busy lately!" Zhang said. 

"Can you get me a sample from the latest batch? I suspect that there’s something wrong with it!" Chen 

pressed on. 

Liu’s face changed immediately after hearing Chen’s request. 

"Master Chen! That fatty is emitting layers of killing aura! He is a bad guy! There’s definitely something 

wrong with the latest batch of Treasure of Kidney!" Wenyuan shouted. 

Chen got really cautious as well. 

Zhang had no idea what’s going on. He said, "You are holding the latest batch of our product just now. 

But…What are you thinking?" 

Liu acted and asked, "Bro Bei, you must be kidding me. Me and Boss Zhang spent time monitoring the 

production process closely. I don’t think there’s any problem with it!" 

"My second brother is only allowed to monitor the production process. He is not allowed to enter the 

lab! Am I right? He wouldn’t know if there’s something wrong with the formula!" Chen said seriously. 

"Eh? Are you suspecting me as the one who messed around with the formula?" Liu asked in a deep 

voice. 

"Yes! I’m suspecting you!" Chen said it in his face. 

"Hmph! Interesting! I’m curious about the evidence that you have in your hand!" Liu squinted and said 

surprisingly. He was the one behind this evil plan, but he had never messed up his evil plan. Thus, he 

was curious to see how Chen found out something wrong with the product. 

"Both of you! What happened to both of you?! You guys were doing fine just now! What changed? 

Don’t argue, please!" Zhang still had no idea on what’s going on. He tried to be the peacemaker. 



"Second brother. I can tell you confidently that there’s something wrong with the latest batch of 

supplements!" 

Chen said gravely, "And, it’s not a small problem! Both of us will go to jail once this batch of product 

flows into the market!" 

"Xiaobei…What the hell is happening here? You changed completely after you came back from the 

toilet!" Zhang was shocked. 

Liu put on a fearless look and said, "Boss Zhang! Since Bro Bei is suspecting me, please ask him to 

produce solid evidence! I’m not afraid, because I didn’t do anything wrong!" 

"You sound really confident! Do you really think that I won’t reveal your true colors behind that mask?" 

Chen asked coldly. 

"Hehe…" 

Liu smiled and said, "The Treasure of Kidney is my own concoction! Even the professional organizations 

don’t see any problem with it! I don’t think that you can crack it!" 

"What if I manage to figure out the formula?" Chen asked. 

"You?" 

Liu continued to say condescendingly, "You can do whatever you want with me when you have the solid 

evidence against me! You must kneel down and ask for my forgiveness if you fail to figure the formula 

out!" 

"Professor Liu! That’s too over! We are friends! It’s not good if we hurt the relationship!" 

Zhang was really worried. He tried to advise both sides, "Xiaobei! Why are you accusing Professor Liu? 

He is a master when it comes to medicine! You are going to embarrass yourself if you continue to accuse 

him!" 

Chen was not affected by Zhang’s words at all. He even felt like laughing out loud. He is the one master 

in the medicinal field after studying all the medical related books that he had acquired from the Red 

Envelope group. No one should try competing with him, regarding medicinal knowledge! 

Who the hell is that Liu Duobao? What qualifications would he possess? He is just another conman! He 

needs to be punished! 

"Second brother! You don’t have to convince me anymore! I will show you his true colors in front of you 

today! This matter cannot be dragged on any longer! The consequences can be severe!" Chen said in a 

deep voice. 

"Hmph! Get ready to beg for forgiveness in front of me!" 

Liu hmphed and said gravely, "Boss Zhang! You don’t have to convince me to stop as well! This guy just 

humiliated my secret formula! I will not let this slide!" 

"This…" 



Zhang was completely lost. He said, "Do whatever you guys want! I don’t care anymore!" 

After that, three of them took the latest batch of product to the lab. Liu was shocked when the door was 

opened. 

"You caught all those spirits kept by this fatty, Master Chen! His heart must be bleeding right now! 

Hahaha…" 

Wenyuan was laughing at Liu’s misfortune. She looked so adorable, with her big and gorgeous eyes. On 

the other hand, Liu looked like he had just tasted a pile of shit. He couldn’t say anything about the spirits 

that he kept here. 

"*sshole! You want to examine the product, right?! Do it quick! Don’t waste my time!" Liu snarled. 

"Chill!" 

Chen opened the bottle cap and took a sniff, laughed and said, "I have figured out what’s wrong with it!" 
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Chapter 257: Ghost Toad! 

"What? You have already figured out the problem?" 

Zhang and Liu were stunned. They couldn’t believe what Chen just mentioned. 

"Xiaobei…You must be kidding me! That is too fast! How is that even possible?" Zhang looked at Chen in 

shock. 

"Hahaha…" 

Liu started to laugh and said, "Kid! Did a group of monkeys send you here to make fun of yourself? Do 

you really think that we will believe what you say? All you did was take a whiff from the bottle! Are you 

some kind of super dog? What a joke! Hahaha!" 

"Master Chen, are you sure about it? It’s just too fast…Check it thoroughly again to avoid making any 

mistakes…" even Wenyuan started to worry for Chen. 

Everyone including a spirit did not believe Chen’s words. After all, taking a sniff within a second and 

found the problem seemed ridiculous. 

However, Chen was really confident. He said calmly, "You guys will see the results after a minute!" 

The, Chen quickly looked for a Bunsen Burner, a thermometer, and a clean beaker. He poured the 

content inside the bottle into the beaker. After that, he started to heat the beaker up and closely 

monitored the thermometer. On the other hand, Wenyuan and Zhang had their eyes fixed on Chen’s 

experiment. 

Liu stood aside and mocked, "Keep doing what you are doing! What a good actor! My formula is really 

special! It is not something that you can figure out overnight! You! A kid with zero experience in the 

medicinal field! You are going to spend your whole life looking for the answer!" 
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"Professor Liu, can you be quiet? Don’t disturb Xiaobei!" Even Zhang couldn’t stand Liu anymore. He 

shook his head and said. 

"Hmph! He is not going to get the answer, even if I don’t disturb him!" Liu rolled his eyes. 

"Master Chen! You…" Wenyuan shouted. 

She found out that Chen threw in a small pinch of Transmogrifying Flame inside the beaker while Liu and 

Zhang were talking. Earlier, his knowledge of medicine allowed him to figure out the problem of the 

supplement instantly. With the help of Transmogrifying Flame, Chen can extract the toxin from the 

supplement immediately! 

"Done!" 

Chen smile with confidence. 

This…How is this even possible?" 

Zhang and Liu turned their attention to the beaker. Both of them were utterly stunned. They saw the 

brown pills turning into some sea salt-like crystals. 

"This is not possible…This is not possible!!" 

Liu couldn’t move his attention away from the beaker. He knew better than anyone that extracting 

those crystals from the pills was a mission impossible! That was why he had kept on mocking Chen just 

now. Now, Chen had proved him wrong. He totally did not expect the process of extracting the toxin to 

be this quick! 

"Xiaobei…What the hell just happened?" Zhang frowned and said. 

"Those crystals are toxin! Normally, they are just small particles. It’s really hard to crystallize them. But, 

when the temperature is right, they will form into pieces crystals. The toxin that can kill a person!" Chen 

explained. 

"What? Toxin?!" Zhang was extremely shocked. 

He asked Liu in a deep voice, "Professor Liu! Explain this shit to me right now!" 

Liu was already looking ill. He put on a strong front and said, "Boss Zhang! Don’t listen to that bastard! 

That is not toxin!" 

"No?" 

Chen said coldly, "If you have the balls to eat the crystal in the beaker, I will respect you as a real man!" 

"I…" Liu was speechless. He was definitely not going to eat it. 

"What now? No more words?" Chen asked coldly. 

"I will not admit it! I did not poison the supplement! It must be you! You are the one who messed 

around with the supplement!" Liu said shamelessly. 



"So, you are saying that I’m the one that messed with the supplement, right? The most I can mess with 

is a bottle of this supplement!" 

Chen asked coldly, "Should we unpack the other supplements inside the packaging? I don’t think I’m 

powerful enough to mess with the whole batch of products!" 

"You…I…" 

Liu had no space to act shamelessly anymore. The whole batch of the product had been poisoned. Soon 

enough, they will figure out that Liu is the one who committed this heinous crime! Now the solid 

evidence has been presented in front of Liu. 

He showed his true color by changing the Qi around him. 

"Impressive! You are actually pretty good! 

Li smiled coldly and said, "I admit it! I’m the one behind this evil plan!" 

What?! So, it’s true!" Zhang was stunned. He could feel the heartache acting up within him. 

"Liu Duobao! My Zhang Family did not even do anything bad to you! Why are you doing this to me?! I 

have invested all the money that my family has! Are you trying to destroy my family?!" Zhang’s face 

turned pale. He was so angry that his body shook unconsciously. 

After all, Zhang Family was not even that rich. They can’t afford losses like this. 

"Hmph! Shut the f*ck up! Your family is not even qualified to be destroyed by me; The Ghost Toad!" Liu 

laughed condescendingly. 

"So, you are doing all these to get to me?" Chen frowned. The name had a pattern to it. He remembered 

the members from Hundred Beast Faction having similar names as well. Blood Dove, Mad Eagle, Mad 

Lion and Killer Bee were the members of Hundred Beast Faction that were eliminated by Chen. 

"That’s right! I’m doing all this to get to you! You have brought shame to our faction! I want you to have 

a taste of what I experienced as well! Zhang Family is just another tool for me dispose of! They are just 

unlucky!" 

Ghost Toad had spilled the beans. It was pointless for him to hide anything from them anymore. 

"You son of the bitch! I’m going to kill you!" 

Zhang lost control. He lifted up his punch and charge at Ghost Toad. From the beginning till the end, 

Zhang Family had not done anything bad to him. They did not deserve this. 

"Second brother! Calm down!" 

Chen grabbed hold of Zhang. It is no different from suicide if he let Zhang attacked Ghost Toad. 

"Xiaobei! Let me go! I want to kill that motherf*cker!" Zhang barked. 

"Second brother! I understand how you feel right now! But, you are not powerful enough to defeat 

him!" 



Chen continued to say, "I’m the one that caused all this shit! Let me settle this problem! Give me some 

time if you believe in me! I will deal with this problem thoroughly!" 

"Third brother…" 

Zhang gritted his teeth, "I trust you!" 
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Chapter 258: Hundred Ghosts Formation 

"What a pair of jokers! Don’t do this kind of gay shit in front of me!" 

Liu continued to say coldly, "Let me cripple you guys first! Then, I will continue to push this batch of 

product into the market! Then, you, Chen Xiaobei’s reputation will be destroyed!" 

"*sshole! How can you sacrifice others’ lives just to get to me? You dragged my brother into this shit 

storm as well! You will die today!" 

Chen was very determined. He has seen a lot of garbage, but people like Liu Duobao are the next level of 

garbage! 

After hearing Chen’s claim. Liu emitted his killing Qi. He said condescendingly, "You are going to kill me 

today? What a joke! A youngster like you without any experience in real combat shouldn’t even dream 

of defeating me! You are one funny guy!" 

"You will know soon whether I'm serious or funny!" 

Chen stared at him and walked towards him at the same time. 

"Tell me now. How do you wish to die here?" 

"Hahaha! What a fearless moron! Before coming to Green Vine City, I’ve investigated your combat 

power! I’m definitely ten times more powerful than you!" Liu started to laugh hysterically. He was very 

confident of his combat power. 

Before Liu can finish his sentence, Chen’s punch had already landed on his face. It was way too fast for 

Liu to make any response. 

*POM!* 

Liu’s chubby face was completely deformed. Blood and teeth came straight out from his mouth. His 

body flew some distance away. The power of that punch was definitely more powerful than what Liu 

expected! A few seconds ago, he had thought that he was stronger and faster than Chen. 

Now, there were only five words in his heart; How is this even possible? 

*Shattered* 

The sound of glass shattering could be heard. The strength of Chen’s punch sent Liu flying out the 

window. 

"Oh my God…How is that possible?" 
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Zhang was completely stunned. 

Liu had to at least weigh two hundred pounds! What kind of strength is that? This is unbelievable! 

"Second brother, wait here. I will pursue him!" 

Chen told Zhang. Then, he jumped out from the window as well. Wenyuan trailed after Chen. 

"Stop! This is the second floor! You are going to hurt yourself by jumping down!" 

Zhang shouted, but Chen already jumped out from the window. He quickly rushed to the window and 

checked on Chen. He saw Chen running after Liu. They were running to the jungle behind the factory. 

"Oh my God…That is just too powerful! I can’t believe that Chen possessed such immense strength!" 

Zhan gulped. He was still trying to recover from the shock that he experienced just now. 

"I think I should just stay here! I don’t want to create more trouble for Chen…" 

This factory located in the countryside. There were full grown trees around it. Liu ran into the jungle as 

fast as possible. It was pretty apparent that he is pretty familiar with the pathways of this jungle. He had 

planned his escape route earlier. 

Chen could run faster than Liu, but he slowed down his pace on purpose. He didn’t want to fight near 

the factory. He was worried that Zhang or the employees from the factory might spot them. After some 

time of running, Chen finally lost sight of the factory. 

Suddenly, Liu stopped running. He turned around and charged at Chen. 

"Son of the bitch! You shouldn’t have chased me just now! Now, you’ve run straight into the gates of 

hell! You are going to die here! Hahaha…" 

"Psst!" Wenyuan rolled his eyes and said, "Those retarded evils spirits are the exact things as well! In the 

end, they were all destroyed by my master! 

"Wenyuan! Don’t go near him!" 

Chen quickly shouted out to Wenyuan. 

"Eh?!" 

Wenyuan was shocked at first. Then, her face went pale when she saw the Yin Qi around Liu. It was like 

black smoke coming out from the factory. It covered up most of the area of the forest. The source of 

those Yin Qi came from the four tombstones around Liu. Also, the screams of evil spirits were echoing in 

the air! 

"Son of a bitch! I guess it goes without saying that the twenty evil spirits that I kept in the lab were all 

captured by you, right?" 

Liu laughed arrogantly, "Since you have Yin Yang Eyes, I believe you can see the things that are going on 

in this area! How do you feel? Frightened? It looks like you are going to wet your pants soon! Hahaha…" 

At the same time, Liu put two of his fingers in front of his left eye and pressed on it. 



"Yin Yang Eyes! Activate now!" Liu shouted. He could now see Wenyuan and the Yin Qi around him. 

Also, he could hear the scream from those evils spirits. 

"What the hell is going on?" Chen frowned. 

"Hmph! I have set up my Hundred Ghosts Formation to deal with a critical situation like this!" 

Then, Liu continued to say coldly, "Although your combat power is much stronger compared to the intel 

that I received from my spy, you will still die when you enter my setup! Even people with at the middle 

phase middle stage of Qi refining will be defeated by my setup!" 

*Fusshhh…* 

*Fusshhh…* 

*Fusshhh…* 

Eighty evil spirits came out from the tombstones like water fountains after Liu finished talking. It was like 

a huge black wave of ghosts lining up behind Liu. 

"This is so scary…Master Chen…There are so many evil spirits here!" Wenyuan’s voice sounded shaky. 

She almost scared to death. These evils spirits were not as powerful as Wenyuan. But, a powerful force 

could be felt when all of them stacked together. 

"How is it? Son of a bitch?! Are you still going to act arrogant in front of me?!" Liu laughed evilly. He was 

pretty confident that he could defeat Chen with his formation. 

Ding! 

[Hundred Ghosts Formation! Combat power: 6000!] 

It seemed like Liu was not boasting emptily about his Hundred Ghosts Formation. This kind of combat 

power could definitely defeat an elite at the middle phase of the Qi refining stage. However, Chen was 

not afraid at all. He took his cellphone out from his pocket slowly. 

"Eh? Why are you taking out your phone? What are you trying to do? Are you trying to call for cavalry? 

Hahaha…Just give up! You will die, no matter what! No one can save you now!" 

Liu’s eyes turned vicious. He swung his hands and shouted, "Hundred Ghosts Formation!" 

*Fusshhh…* 

*Fassshhhh…* 

The eighty evil spirits started to charge at Chen. Before they charged at Chen, they combined together 

to form a giant evil spirit that was three meters tall! This is the true power of the Hundred Ghost 

Formation! 

*Fussshhhh…* 

The giant evil spirit came at Chen’s heart with its giant claw. 
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*Fashhhh* 

The speed of the claw was around six thousand combat power. Although the spirit couldn’t hurt a man 

physically, its attack can drain a human’s Qi instantly. The person will die within a few seconds. Liu’s 

Hundred Ghost Formation is not something that can be messed with. 

"Master Chen! Be careful! Don’t let the claw touch your body!" Wernyuan shouted. Her heart was 

jumping up and down non-stop. 

It’s almost impossible for a person to rejuvenate Qi once it has been drained from the body. Even if 

Chen manages to survive after being hit by the claw, his body would be weakened. He will either fall 

sick, or Liu will take this opportunity to kill him. 

"Bastard! Just kneel down and die! The result of this battle was decided before it even began! Nobody 

asked you to go against such a powerful opponent like me!" Liu was getting really excited as the claw 

got closer and closer to Chen. 

"The Hundred Ghost Formation is really powerful! But, this is an incomplete formation! I have the rest of 

the evil spirits with me! Thus, this formation will be broken by me easily!" 

Che shouted a second before the claw hit him. 

"Wind!" 

Chen’s punch collided against the gigantic evils spirit’s claw. Waves and waves of wind was generated by 

the force of Chen’s punch. The gigantic evil spirit broke into dozens of smaller evil spirits. 

"Ouch!!!! Pain!!! It’s so damn painful!!" 

The smaller evil spirits quickly looked for places to hide. Smoke was rising from their bodies. Their 

agonizing screams pierced through the air. 

"This…What the hell…" Liu had his eyes wide opened. He couldn’t believe the scene that had just 

unfolded in front of him. 

*POM!* 

*POM!* 

*POM!* 

Chen did not grant any time for Liu to respond this critical situation. He landed a few more punches on 

the gigantic evils spirit. More smaller evil spirits broke off from it. The gigantic evil spirit finally dispersed 

after Chen landed three punches. The eighty evil spirits quickly hid behind Liu, smoke coming out from 

their bodies. 

"This…How is this even possible? How did you get your hands on a pure Yang item?" 
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Liu was beyond shock. His voice sounded shaken. With his Yin Yang Eye, Liu could clearly see that Chen’s 

fist was enshrouded by some golden light! That’s the light from the pure Yang item! This is the reason 

why Chen could defeat the giant evil spirit easily. 

"Why can’t I possess a pure Yang item?" Chen laughed mockingly and asked. 

"Pure Yang items are really precious! Only group of people with powerful reputations can get their 

hands on items like these! Ordinary people don’t even have the right to take a look at it!" Liu said, 

shocked. 

"Is that right? Then, you are in luck today! Let me show you this pure Yang item!" Chen smiled calmly 

and opened up his palm. Chen had withdrawn that item when he turned on his cellphone earlier. It was 

the Flaming Cloud Spiritual Pendant! 

"This…This is the Yap Family heirloom! Why is it with you?! God…Am I dreaming?" 

Liu’s eyeballs almost fell to the ground. 

"Hehe…My relationship with Yap Liangchen is pretty good. Thus, I asked him to lend it to me for a few 

days. It’s such a coincidence, that I can use it to defeat you! You are such an unlucky bastard! Hahaha…" 

Chen laughed mockingly. 

*Blarggghh* 

Liu almost vomited blood. He shouted, "F*cker! Do you really think that I’m an idiot? The Flaming Cloud 

Spiritual Pendant is even more precious than that Yap Liangchen’s life! How is it possible for him to lend 

it to you?!" 

"Hehe…It’s up to you whether you want to believe me or not! Now, your Hundred Ghost Formation had 

been defeated by me! You have seen the pure Yang item as well! Can you die in peace now?" Chen 

raised his eyebrows and a murderous aura oozed out from his body. 

"This…" 

Liu’s heart skipped a beat. He wasn’t really that powerful. His trump card was the Hundred Ghost 

Formation. So, when Chen defeated his trump card, he had nothing left to offer. 

"You…You can’t kill me…I’m a member of the Hundred Beast Faction! We have all the other members 

gathered here at Green Vine City! If you kill me, my leader will definitely avenge me!" Liu's voice shook 

uncontrollably. Sweat started to flow down his forehead. 

"I told you that you will die today! You are just a member of the Hundred Beast Faction! If I say that I will 

kill a king today, he will not live until tomorrow!" 

Chen put on an ice-cold stare and said dominantly, "But, I will consider letting you have an easy death if 

you tell me the purpose of Hundred Beast Faction coming to Green Vine City!" 

"This… I'm not allowed to tell you about it!" 

Liu shook, and the fear grew bigger and bigger inside his heart. 

"I’ll take a guess then?" 



Chen squinted and started to surmise, "Your spy could not even gauge my current combat power. It’s 

not logical for so many people to come here just to avenge someone! If your leader is here, that means 

that he has a bigger target! Only one big thing has happened in Green Vine City, recently!" 

*Gulp* 

Liu gulped unconsciously. Che noticed Lui’s microexpression. Thus, he knew that his deduction was spot 

on! 

*Fusshh…* 

Chen charged at Liu. 

"What are you trying to do? Please…Don’t hurt me…I beg you…" 

Liu could feel the killing aura from Chen. His heart beat faster and faster. It was like a furious beast 

staring at him. There’s nothing he can do except for begging Chen not to kill him. 

Unfortunately, it was too late. 

*Crack!* 

Chen threw a blow at Liu’s neck. His neck broke instantly. After that, Chen let out his Chaos Sword 

Essence to devour Liu’s Qi. After all, Liu was an elite at the pinnacle stage of the physical phase. It would 

definitely grow in terms of power. 

"Master Chen! Capture those evil spirits! They are trying to escape!" Wenyuan shouted and pointed at 

those evil spirits. 

"Alright!" 

Chen quickly took out the Spirit Cage from this treasure chest. The Yang item had weakened those evil 

spirits. Thus, they have no resistance towards the Spirit Cage. 

"Now, I have a hundred evil spirits inside my cage! It will be awesome if I can use the Hundred Ghosts 

Formation as well!" Chen said. 

"Master Chen is an idiot! Go and search that fatty’s body! He might carry something related to this 

formation with him!" Wen Yuan reminded him. 
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"Right! I almost forgot to search him! Let me try my luck!" Chen rubbed his hands, squatted down and 

began his search. Soon, he found a small pouch in front of Liu’s chest. He also found a cellphone in his 

pocket. 

"Let’s just put the cellphone aside first. I want to see what’s inside the small pouch." Wenyuan urged 

Chen. She had all her attention on the small pouch. 
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"Of course!" Chen smiled and opened the small pouch immediately. There a small piece of folded cloth 

inside the small pouch. Some ancient looking lines were etched upon it. It looked like some kind of 

symbol. Apparently, it could be combined together to form a complete pattern. 

"I think this is the Hundred Ghosts Formation! Haha! I got a treasure!" Chen got really excited. This 

Hundred Ghost Formation is actually very powerful. If it wasn’t for the Flaming Cloud Spiritual Pendant, 

Chen would have definitely lost the battle! Also, it was such a coincidence that Chen captured twenty 

evil spirits earlier. Thus, the gigantic evil spirit was no longer complete. In other words, Chen could have 

still lost the battle, even with Flaming Cloud Spiritual Pendant if the formation was complete! The speed 

of gigantic evil spirit will increase by another twenty percent, if a hundred of them were combined 

together. Chen wouldn’t even have the power to defeat that gigantic evils spirit, let alone break the 

formation! 

"This is definitely some good shit!" 

Wenyuan said excitedly, "You level up your Hundred Ghost Formation when you acquire more Unholy 

Spirit Pills. Their combat power will increase tremendously! And, it will become your trump card!" 

"Damn! You are brilliant!" 

Chen was all riled up. He thought, "If I can get my hands on a more powerful evil spirit formation, no one 

will be able to defeat me anymore! An ultimate trump card!" 

"Hehe! By that time, Master Chen will become the most powerful being that has ever walked on this 

earth! You can marry any beautiful girl that you want! You can have all the power that you desire! You 

will be standing at the top of your life!" Wenyuan said with a smile on her face. 

*Ring…* 

Liu’s cellphone rang all of a sudden. The person appearing on the cellphone screen was the alliance 

leader! 

"Damn! Fatty’s company is calling! What should we do? What should we do? They will know that fatty is 

dead if we don’t pick up the call! They will come out with a new plan to kill us!" Wenyuan frowned. 

"Let’s pick up the call! There’s nothing to be afraid of!" 

Chen shrugged and picked up the call. He used Liu’s voice and said, "I’m having a meeting now. Now’s 

not a good time. Is there anything that I can do for you?" The person on the other side of the phone did 

not suspect anything at all! 

The person asked casually, "Nothing special. I just wanted to check the progress of your plan." 

"Everything is good!" Chen said. 

"Great! Let just sit tight and watch Chen Xiaobei’s reputation get destroyed when the product flows into 

the market! Hahaha…" The person laughed hysterically on the other side of the phone. Then, he hung 

up. 

"Dumb *ss! My reputation is not going to be destroyed! You guys just sit tight and watch me sell the 

product!" Chen pursed his lips and put on a proud look. 



"Master…Master Chen…How come your voice sounded like that fatty? I was so scared!" Wenyuan had 

her eyes wide opened. She couldn’t believe her ears. 

"That’s sound mastery! Let’s go! I will tell you more as we return to the factory." 

Then, Chen took out the body dissolving poison from his treasure chest and poured on Liu. After that, he 

summoned his Chaos Sword Essence back into his palm. 

Ding! 

[You have eliminated a second-generation bad guy! You have received 20000 merit points!] 

Ding! 

[Your current merit point is 200000. You need another 100000 merit points to go to next level! (Charm: 

20000, Luck:20000)] 

Chen was pretty happy with the merit points earned from killing the fatty. 

Zhang quickly ran to Chen when he saw Chen returning from the jungle. 

"How was it, Xiaobei? Did you manage to capture that bastard?" 

"Nope…But, I managed to beat him up real bad! In the end, he still managed to escape, somehow!" 

Chen said calmly. 

"F*ck! He got lucky!" Zhang scolded. 

"Don’t worry about him anymore! We should focus on the crisis that your business is facing right now! 

This batch of products with toxin must be dealt with immediately! We cannot let them flow into the 

market!" Chen said seriously. 

Zhang looked really down when Chen talked about it. Then, he said sadly, "I have ordered the 

destruction of the whole batch! I would rather lose all my money than sell poison to others!" 

"Great! My second brother is a real man!" 

Chen patted Zhang’s shoulder and said in a serious tone, "Don’t you worry. I have your back! You won’t 

lose money!" 

"Third brother…What do you mean by that? I’m going to tell you now that I will not take a cent from 

you!" Zhang said seriously as well. 

"Nobody is giving you any money." 

Chen smile and said, "I have a secret formula for kidney supplements! Let’s work together and turn that 

batch of poison into the real Treasure of Kidney! Then, we will be able to profit like crazy!" 

"You have a secret formula as well?" Zhang asked shockingly. 

"Yes! I am quite knowledgeable about Chinese medicine! I will come out with something that is better 

than what you consumed earlier!" Chen said. 



Zhang sighed, "Even if you have the secret formula…The first batch of Treasure of Kidney has to be sent 

to the market in five days …We won’t have enough time to redo everything! Plus, I took in a lot of orders 

as well. Our reputation will be destroyed if we fail to deliver our promise!" 

"Five days is more than enough." Chen shrugged and said nonchalantly. 

"How is that even possible?" Zhang couldn’t believe what he just heard. 

"Trust me! Go and ask your people to clean that equipment. Wait for my good news!" 

Chen smiled and calmly, "Don’t forget that I'm involved in this business as well. I will not mess up your 

business since I just shot an advertisement for your product." 

Zhang nodded. There was no other way to solve this problem except to follow Chen’s order. 

"Okay! Third brother! I believe in you! My whole family will rely on you from this moment onwards!" 

"Don’t worry! Just keep on taking more orders! I will not disappoint you!" 

Chen smiled and said, "I will leave first. I will contact you once I settle this problem!" 

"Alright…" Zhang nodded. He felt like he didn’t know Chen that well anymore. Chen was so calm in this 

big crisis. 

...….. 

Chen drove to the supermarket after that. 

"There will be a Red Envelope snatching session tonight! I have to prepare more items to send to them! 

When they are happy, they will give out more Red Envelopes! Hehehe…" 

Chen grinned. He was really looking forward to it. 

"What are we going to do with the secret formula? We only have five days left!" Wenyuan reminded 

him. 

"Don’t worry about that! I have my ways!" Chen laughed. 


